5.5 V zero-channel power MOSFETs with $R_{on,sp}$ of 1.0 m$\Omega\cdot$mm$^2$ for portable power management applications
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**Abstract**
We report on the experimental demonstration of revolutionary 5.5 V zero-channel power MOSFETs with record low specific on-resistance of 1.0 m$\Omega$·mm$^2$ and Figure of Merit $(R_{on,sp}\times Q_g)$ of 8.4 m$\Omega$·mm$^2$·C with optimized metal layout. This novel device also shows good Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) immunity.
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RDSon[max] @ VGS 4.5 V (mΩ), ID [max] (A), QG(tot) [typ]. Battery-powered applications Portable devices Signal conditioning Medical instrumentation. Description. The TSZ12x series of high precision operational amplifiers offer very low input offset voltages with virtually zero drift. Supply current (per amplifier, Vout = VCC/2, RL > 1 MΩ), T = 25 °C ~ 40 °C < T < 125 °C AC performance. 28 40 40. If the input pin voltage exceeds the power supply by 0.5 V, the ESD diodes become conductive and excessive current can flow through them. Without limitation this over current can damage the device. In this case, it is important to limit the current to 10 mA, by adding resistance on the input pin, as described in Figure 42: "Input current limitation". Figure 42: Input current limitation. 5.4 Rail-to-rail input.